A Simplified Technique for Retrofitting a Post and Core Foundation to a Pre-existing Crown: A Case Report
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Abstract
Esthetic and functionally restoration of endodontically treated tooth is commonly performed by a post and core. Many causes of failure can lead to fracture of abutment such as composite debonding, trauma and recurrent caries. This paper describes a simplified technique for fabrication of a casted post and core by retrofitting an old metal ceramic crown using duralay resin as model without the original die or its replica in a simple and time-saving way.
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Introduction
Fracture of an endodontically treated and restorated tooth by a crown in the esthetic zone present a challenge to clinician [1,2]. A patient will generally want a cosmetic and functional prosthesis at the earliest possible opportunity [3]. Rebuilding the core followed by making an impression for a new crown fabrication may be an option, but it is time-consuming and financially demanding [4]. Over the years, a variety of techniques have been developed and suggested by different authors to retrofit the crown [5-8]. Depending on the extent and severity of the fracture, retrofitting the crown on a fractured core may be a preferred option [4]. Nevertheless, the existing crown should fit precisely on the pre-existing finish line [9].

Case Report
A 40-year healthy female presented to Aseer specialist dental center in emergency with a loss of esthetic crown related to the maxillary premolar (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Initial case.
The patient sought for a quick and urgent aesthetic and functional solution. On examination, Patient had no medical history. Dental history did not reveal any past or present symptom. A metal ceramic crown overlying the maxillary right first premolar as extracoronal full coverage prosthesis was seen dislodged since two weeks and remaining intact, whereas elsewhere a gingival hypertrophy has developed in the distal face of this tooth. The maxillary right first Premolar was decayed with sound dentine height of less than 1mm (arrow) between the remaining already prepared tooth and crown margins (Figure 2). It was endodontically treated and with a remaining screw post in the post space of the buccal canal (Figure 3).

Figure 2: Pre-existence metal ceramic crown.

Figure 3: Maxillary right first Premolar was endodontically treated tooth, with a remaining screw post.

Moreover the patient has undergone a gingivectomy (Figure 4) to ensure a distal crown lengthening in order to exhibit the finish line that can be used to maintain periodontal health and long-term stability of the restorations.

The interim restoration was performed by two techniques: by using the existing prosthesis as a provisional restoration which was lined with autopolymerising resin (Figure 5) or a preformed polycarbonate crown which needed addition by the lining procedure and some modification (internal relief, axial recontouring, occlusal adjustment) (Figure 6) and each technique needed a metal post to improve retention which was inserted in the remaining post space already under taken for the old screw post. Thus the interim crown was a temporary post crown (Figure 7) which provides occlusal function, protection of the tooth structure, ability to be cleaned, and restores function and esthetics during healing [11]. The provisional crown was cemented in place using non-eugenol temporary cement.
The inner surface of the old metal ceramic crown was cleaned using a slow speed number 6 round bur (SS White Burs, Inc, USA), cutting through bulk of the fractured tooth fragment and the old remaining composite build up within the crown moving from center outward. A care must be taken to prevent the contact between the rotating bur and the inner surface of the crown [13].

After three weeks the healing of the gum related to the gingiva was well improved. Once selecting an appropriate size of plastic post (Para-Post, Whale dent International, New York, N.Y.), it was inserted into the prepared root canal. The length of the post was adjusted by cutting with a bur (Figure 8) so it did not interfere with the inner surface of the crown which may compromise accurate seating and appropriate occlusion.

After applying a layer of lubricant to the tooth structure an autopolymerizing acrylic resin material (Duralay, Reliance Dental Mfg Co, Alsip, Ill.) was used to rebase the plastic post and to coatits coronal part to ensure better adaptation to the tooth flared canal and pulp chamber structure (Figure 9).

The inner surface of the crown was lubricated with petroleum jelly, which allowed for easy removal of the...
direct pattern made by resin duralay build up for the direct casted post and core. After mixing, the duralay resin material was filled into the inner aspect, then the patient was asked to close in the position of maximum intercuspation (MI) (Figure 10) until the resin material completely polymerizes to avoid over-occlusion. Once the post and core pattern removed from the abutment tooth (sometimes from the existing crown), it was checked and any projection of material may remain over the margin was eliminated (Figures 10-12). It was also refined and sent to the lab for investing and casting (Figure 13).

The casted post and cores was tried in the mouth without the crown (Figure 14) to ensure the perfect adaptation, then in a second time with the crown in situ to confirm fit, insertion, retention, marginal integrity, and to verify the occlusion during static and functional movements (Figure 15). Adequate cement thickness was ensured by the finishing procedures of the casted post and core that respected the existing tooth margins.

In the clinic the casted post and cores and the existing old metal ceramic crown were cemented simultaneously using adhesive cement (Figure 16).
Discussion

This article describes a procedure of retrofitting the existing crown to repair a fractured abutment using direct pattern made by resin duralay buildup [14]. Various authors have suggested different approaches to retrofit the crown [5-8]. Chan [6] adapted a polytetrafluoroethylene sheet as a separating medium onto the inner aspect of the crown. With this technique, partially set core material may get distorted and it also leaves additional cement space between the crown and the core. Jahangiri & Feng [5] used the original die or its replica and a vinyl polysiloxane matrix preparing the autopolymerizing resin pattern to repeat casting of the postcore. Berksun [8] used manually fabricated plastic foil as a template for rebuilding the core, but there is a chance of distortion of the foil adapted manually. Sabbak [7] used a clear polyvinyl siloxane (PVS) impression material as a matrix. The intensity of light to cure the underlying composite resin may get reduced through bulky PVS. The existing crown should fit precisely on the pre-existing finish line. The repaired core should be placed exactly in the same location as the previous core. Slight change in core location may change the path of insertion of the crown jeopardizing its adequate stability and retention [9]. The amount of remaining tooth structure appears to be of major importance, as the residual dentin helps in incorporating a ferrule. Only few studies have demonstrated that the presence of tooth structure coronal to the finish line did not enhance fracture resistance [15,16].

A minimum sound dentine height of 1.5-2 mm was required between the core and crown margins. The final restoration provided a bracing, casing or hugging action to improve the integrity of the endodontically treated tooth [17].

Both amalgam and bonded composite cores required the presence of a minimum of 1.5-2 mm height of ferrule after crown preparation [18]. In our clinic case the abutment was very dilapidated. The remaining sound dentin (ferrule) in the distal surface was, as previously mentioned above, less than 1 mm, so a casted post and core foundation was a suitable option. The advantages of using the existing prosthesis is, not only that the patient was psychologically satisfied by her old crown, but also the prosthesis incurred less occlusal wear versus an acrylic restoration and less time was required for fabricating a new temporary restoration.

In this case the procedure of bead-brush technique for recording contours of cast posts and cores using duralay resin was useless, because retrofitting the inner surface of a retainer should be under taken under occlusal pressure (maximum intercuspation) to procure a prosthesis with an occlusion entirely in harmony with the stomatognathic system. During the polymerization process, acrylic duralay resin materials has undergone volumetric contraction (shrinkage 95% before 3 hours at room temperature) [19]. It was due to of a high monomer/polymer ratio. In our technique Duralay resin was used in a thick consistency as was recommended by manufacturer and the excessive use of monomer was avoided as much as possible. Nevertheless it was not necessary to refit Duralay pattern set for several hours because, most of the shrinkage of Duralay resin (80%) is expected before 17 minutes [7].

Conclusion

The technique elucidated resulted in a precise retrofitted casted post and core foundation which adapted well to the pre-existing crown. It used only minimum materials, affordable, time saving and was preferred by this patient over the other treatment options proposed. A three years follow up of this case has shown a successful outcome.
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